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A fun game for watch! Click a word that has something similar to toast in the lower right corner. You get points for all the right synonyms but you lose points for the wrong ones as well! Category: Updated: Sun, 01 Oct 2017 - 03:07 Synonyms have very similar meanings to each other. The
game tests your vocabulary knowledge by asking you to draw a line between matches in each column. The green line displays only the correct match. Category: Updated Date: Sun, 10/01/2017 - 02:57 Review the word set and find out the right vocabulary for quantity in the kitchen! There
are 5 activities to test your writing, reading, listening and vocabulary skills. Category: Updated Date: Day, 10/01/2017 - 02:52 Learn the vocabulary of coins used in the United States. After reviewing all the vocabulary in the word set, test your spelling, listening, and writing skills against your
watch. Category: Updated Date: Sat, 09/23/2017 - 08:00 Spellaroo Help With His Spelling! Read the sentence and click the word that is spelt incorrectly. Category: Updated: Sat, 09/23/2017 - 07:52 Identify the verb spheres for each sentence in this quick quiz. There is a drop-down box with
several choices. Choose what you think is correct. A full description of the incorrect answer is provided. Category: Updated: Sat, 09/16/2017 - 01:49 Take this quiz to test your basic understanding of speech parts. Read each sentence and select the correct answer to identify underlined
words. Category: Updated: Sat, 09/16/2017 - 01:41 This quiz tests your understanding of grammar and sentence structure. Click within the small circle to the left that you selected for each answer. Before you start this quiz, there is a link to review all definitions of the basic parts of your
speech. Category: Updated: Sat, 09/16/2017 - 01:38 Do you have clothes that no longer fit? Check out this set of words to learn the different problems you may have and practice your reading, writing, and listening skills. Category: Updated Date: Fri, 09/15/2017 - 02:28 A great resource to
learn a lot of vocabulary you need when going to the airport! Review Word Set and complete various exercises to help you know how to speak, write, and spell every word correctly. Category: Updated Date: Fri, 09/15/2017 - 02:17 Sentence Quiz on Body Parts (Part 2) This is part 2 of the
multiple choice grammar quiz where you have to choose the correct answer out of 4 possible options. Submit a response and make sure it's correct after each sentence. Category: Updated Date: 09/07/2017 - 01:42 Quiz on Sentence Body Parts (Part 1) This is a multiple choice grammar
quiz where you have to read a sentence and choose the correct option out of the 4 answers given to fit the part of the sentence you are asking. Category: Updated: Thu, 09/07/2017 - 01:33 Form Auxiliary Verbs provide information about the functionality of key verbs. In the choices provided
after each sentence has completed the sentence correctly and tested its understanding of these types of verbs: Thu, 09/07/2017 - 01:25 Take this quiz to test how good your understanding is. In the selection provided after each sentence, select the word or phrase that completes the
sentence correctly. Category: Updated: 07 September 2017 - 01:20 Find out the names of common insects found in most gardens. Review your vocabulary and listen to pronunciation. Then, see how quickly each revision walkthring can be completed. Category: Updated: Thu, 09/07/2017 -
01:04 Topic-Verb Contract Quiz reads sentences carefully and then selects the correct verb for each verb. Can I identify a topic or topic in each sentence? Is the subject singular or plural? There is a full score sheet and description for any answers you get wrong given at the end. Category:
Updated: Sat, 09/02/2017 - 01:10 How well do you know the correct spelling for plural nouns ending in 'y'? Use this resource to match items on the left to items on the right. The first part of the word ends with 'ys' or 'ies'? Updated: September 02, 2017 Sat - 01:01 Prefix is added at the
beginning of the main word to create a new word. Knowing the meaning of a prefix can help you determine the meaning of a word. This resource will look at the prefix 'dictionary'. Answer questions and see how good your understanding is. Category: Updated: Sat, 09/02/2017 - 00:47
Review word sets, listen to words, and pay attention to spelling. You have 5 activities to practice a new understanding of some vocabulary connected to the ancient world of Rome! Category: Updated: September 02, 2017 - 00:41 When do you know when to use 'which', 'which', 'or 'a'?
Select the correct answer from the selection list for each picture. Category: Updated Date: Tue, 08/22/2017 - 09:19 Master Evocative, Pronominals &amp; the subjunctive Page 2 l'organe m. organ le tissu tissue la cell le muscle l'articulation f. joint la graisse fat la chair flesh le cartilage
ragland gnane le nerf nerve la moelle épinière spinal cord l'esprit m. mind La lésion de la moelle epiniière spinal de la moelle el épinière s l'esprit m. mind La lésion de la moelle el.épinière de la moelle el.moelle él. Spinal cord damage paralyzed him down from the waist down. la tension
artérielle blood pressure la speed la speed non-jean le pouls pulse le rythme cardiaque heart rate le battement de cüur heart rate Je saigne! I'm bleeding! Pair de l'hypertension L'infirmière a pris sa tension artérielle et tâté son fouls. The nurse took blood pressure and pulse. la breathing
breath le soufflé breathing les bronchi bronchi Tout Le Monde specialized in breathing. Inspiration.. The main tenant expires. Everyone is breathing deeply. Breath ... Now exhale... à bout de souffle out of breath retenir son souffle hold your breath le mukus mucous le flegme phlegm la
crotte de nez booger s racler la gorge clear the throat la voix voice les cordes vocales vocales f. vocalos enroué hoarse la laryngite laryngite laryngitis il a uneixon. He has a deep voice. El Er une boys eigg. She has a high-voiced voice. La vessie bladder l'urine se faire soigner une carie
grinds tooth extrauni dent extract to change teeth learning German and it can be a little difficult to learn German as it is full of cavities, especially if you are the native speaker of a language that does not belong to the Indo-European language family. However, whatever your native language,
don't be discouraged, although German may seem tricky to you in the first place. If you're wondering how to learn German, a shortcut, or a specific way, this guide has some ways to help you make progress faster. There is no set time period to ensure success in learning German, but the
most important thing is consistency. You won't wake up one morning and find yourself speaking fluent German. It only happens in movies. Just take one step at a time and you'll see results occur quickly. Learning a new language can take a different time depending on your previous
experience and many factors, such as exposure to the language, resilience, learning process, motivation, and more. However, if you practice every day for at least three to six months, you'll be able to do things like have a daily conversation with a friend, walk into a café and order in
German. Quick tip: There are two great ways to learn German fast online via Yabla and GermanPod101. It is recommended to check it out. Some people struggle more than others, and they need more time to reach that level, but that's mostly because they put in the effort and don't practice
every day. If you want to speak German fluently, it will take years of practice. How to learn German? Here's how to learn German quickly and easily: Find a powerful reason to stay motivated. Learn all the basics of German. Keep things interesting by learning slang, funny words, idioms.
Practice every day. If possible, talk to a native German language source. People say it's all about mastering the basics. So if you're a complete beginner and you're wondering how to learn German, it's a good place to start with the alphabet. German, like English, has 26 words. There are a
few letters that don't have pronunciation. In English: ä,ö,ü and β, but you will not find this letter in the alphabet. Practice your own correct pronunciation as this will help you adjust your accent significantly. Alphabet Pronunciation Alphabet Pronunciation Ah N Enn B Beh O O O C Tseh P Peh
D Deh Q Kuh E R Err F Eff S Ess G Geh T Teh H Hah U I I IH V Fau J Yott W Veh K Kah X Iks L Ell Ypsilon M Emm Ztz Tzett What about making German? Its grammar, right? Grammar is usually a nightmare for everyone who plans to get into a new language, and not just in German.
However, you can learn this part well and you can speak German fluently in time. There are six currents in Germany: Prasen, Preteritum, Perfect, Pluskumaperpek, Future I and Futur II. The Präsens are in English about the present world, the Präteritum on the complete present, plus the
Plusquamperfekt about past perfection, futur on the future present, Futur II on the future perfection plus. This relationship is not entirely accurate, but seeing the ies in this way makes it easier to understand German grammar. They have four cases (nomination, accusation, dative, dingy). It's
a tricky thing about German, which many people often refer to: 16 forms of English that take German from different cases and genders. German has three noun prerings for each gender: die (female nameless), der (male nameless) and da (neutral gender). With all the new words you learn
in German, you also have to come before him and learn what presciedity you need. Sometimes biological genders can be confusing at first because they may not match the grammatical gender. However, with exceptions, there are some rules that determine which documents you receive.
There is no need to stress too much about this part. You have to memorize them all mechanically, but a big part of this grammar basics will soon start making more sense to you. Sweetheart.
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